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Dama Dmbok Functonal Framework
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of five workshops symposia, held at the 38th International Conference on
Conceptual Modeling, ER 2019, in Salvador, Brazil, in November 2019. The 34 papers promote and disseminate
research on theories of concepts underlying conceptual modeling, methods and tools for developing and communicating
conceptual models, techniques for transforming conceptual models into effective implementations, and the impact of
conceptual modeling techniques on databases, business strategies and information systems. The following workshops
are included in this volume: Workshop on Conceptual Modeling, Ontologies and Metadata Management for FAIR Data
(FAIR), 6th Workshop on Conceptual Modeling in Requirements Engineering and Business Analysis (MREBA), 2nd
International Workshop on Empirical Methods in Conceptual Modeling (EmpER), 8th International Workshop on Modeling
and Management of Big Data (MoBiD19), and 7th International Workshop on Ontologies andConceptual Modelling
(OntoCom).
Whether you're taking the CPHIMS exam, or simply want the most current and comprehensive overview in healthcare
information and management systems today - this completely revised and updated third edition has it all. But for those
preparing for the CPHIMS exam, this book is an ideal study partner. The content reflects the exam content outline
covering healthcare and technology environments; systems analysis, design, selection, implementation, support,
maintenance, testing, evaluation, privacy and security; and administration leadership management. Candidates can
challenge themselves with the sample multiple choice questions at the end of the book.
Building upon his earlier book that detailed agile data warehousing programming techniques for the Scrum master,
Ralph's latest work illustrates the agile interpretations of the remaining software engineering disciplines: Requirements
management benefits from streamlined templates that not only define projects quickly, but ensure nothing essential is
overlooked. Data engineering receives two new "hyper modeling" techniques, yielding data warehouses that can be
easily adapted when requirements change without having to invest in ruinously expensive data-conversion programs.
Quality assurance advances with not only a stereoscopic top-down and bottom-up planning method, but also the
incorporation of the latest in automated test engines. Use this step-by-step guide to deepen your own application
development skills through self-study, show your teammates the world's fastest and most reliable techniques for creating
business intelligence systems, or ensure that the IT department working for you is building your next decision support
system the right way. Learn how to quickly define scope and architecture before programming starts Includes techniques
of process and data engineering that enable iterative and incremental delivery Demonstrates how to plan and execute
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quality assurance plans and includes a guide to continuous integration and automated regression testing Presents
program management strategies for coordinating multiple agile data mart projects so that over time an enterprise data
warehouse emerges Use the provided 120-day road map to establish a robust, agile data warehousing program
Aligning business intelligence (BI) infrastructure with strategy processes not only improves your organization's ability to
respond to change, but also adds significant value to your BI infrastructure and development investments. Until now,
there has been a need for a comprehensive book on business analysis for BI that starts with a macro view and
Building an Effective Security Program for Distributed Energy Resources and Systems Build a critical and effective
security program for DERs Building an Effective Security Program for Distributed Energy Resources and Systems
requires a unified approach to establishing a critical security program for DER systems and Smart Grid applications. The
methodology provided integrates systems security engineering principles, techniques, standards, and best practices. This
publication introduces engineers on the design, implementation, and maintenance of a security program for distributed
energy resources (DERs), smart grid, and industrial control systems. It provides security professionals with
understanding the specific requirements of industrial control systems and real-time constrained applications for power
systems. This book: Describes the cybersecurity needs for DERs and power grid as critical infrastructure Introduces the
information security principles to assess and manage the security and privacy risks of the emerging Smart Grid
technologies Outlines the functions of the security program as well as the scope and differences between traditional IT
system security requirements and those required for industrial control systems such as SCADA systems Offers a full
array of resources— cybersecurity concepts, frameworks, and emerging trends Security Professionals and Engineers can
use Building an Effective Security Program for Distributed Energy Resources and Systems as a reliable resource that is
dedicated to the essential topic of security for distributed energy resources and power grids. They will find standards,
guidelines, and recommendations from standards organizations, such as ISO, IEC, NIST, IEEE, ENISA, ISA, ISACA, and
ISF, conveniently included for reference within chapters.
*This book is a brief overview of the model and has only 24 pages.*Almost every data management professional, at
some point in their career, has come across the following crucial questions:1. Which industry reference model should I
use for the implementation of data managementfunctions?2. What are the key data management capabilities that are
feasible and applicable to my company?3. How do I measure the maturity of the data management functions and
compare that withthose of my peers in the industry4. What are the critical, logical steps in the implementation of data
management?The "Orange" (meta)model of data management provides a collection of techniques and templates for the
practical set up of data management through the design and implementation of the data and information value chain,
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enabled by a set of data management capabilities.This book is a toolkit for advanced data management professionals
and consultants thatare involved in the data management function implementation.This book works together with the
earlier published "The Data Management Toolkit". The "Orange" model assists in specifying the feasible scope of data
management capabilities, that fits company's business goals and resources. "The Data Management Toolkit" is a
practical implementation guide of the chosen data management capabilities.
This three-volume collection, titled Enterprise Information Systems: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools and Applications,
provides a complete assessment of the latest developments in enterprise information systems research, including
development, design, and emerging methodologies. Experts in the field cover all aspects of enterprise resource planning
(ERP), e-commerce, and organizational, social and technological implications of enterprise information systems.
An Executive Guide to Data Management
Data analytics is core to business and decision making. The rapid increase in data volume, velocity and variety offers both
opportunities and challenges. While open source solutions to store big data, like Hadoop, offer platforms for exploring value and
insight from big data, they were not originally developed with data security and governance in mind. Big Data Management
discusses numerous policies, strategies and recipes for managing big data. It addresses data security, privacy, controls and life
cycle management offering modern principles and open source architectures for successful governance of big data. The author
has collected best practices from the world’s leading organizations that have successfully implemented big data platforms. The
topics discussed cover the entire data management life cycle, data quality, data stewardship, regulatory considerations, data
council, architectural and operational models are presented for successful management of big data. The book is a must-read for
data scientists, data engineers and corporate leaders who are implementing big data platforms in their organizations.
Do your business intelligence (BI) projects take too long to deliver? Is the value of the deliverables less than satisfactory? Do
these projects propagate poor data management practices? If you screamed “yes” to any of these questions, read this book to
master a proven approach to building your enterprise data warehouse and BI initiatives. Extreme Scoping, based on the Business
Intelligence Roadmap, will show you how to build analytics applications rapidly yet not sacrifice data management and enterprise
architecture. In addition, all of the roles required to deliver all seven steps of this agile methodology are explained along with many
real-world examples. From Wayne Eckerson’s Foreword I’ve read many books about data warehousing and business intelligence
(BI). This book by Larissa Moss is one of the best. I should not be surprised. Larissa has spent years refining the craft of
designing, building, and delivering BI applications. Over the years, she has developed a keen insight about what works and
doesn’t work in BI. This book brings to light the wealth of that development experience. Best of all, this is not some dry text that
laboriously steps readers through a technical methodology. Larissa expresses her ideas in a clear, concise, and persuasive
manner. I highlighted so many beautifully written and insightful paragraphs in her manuscript that it became comical. I desperately
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wanted the final, published book rather than the manuscript so I could dog-ear it to death and place it front-and-center in my office
bookshelf! From David Well’s Foreword Extreme Scoping is rich with advice and guidance for virtually every aspect of BI projects
from planning and requirements to deployment and from back-end data management to front-end information and analytics
services. Larissa is both a pragmatist and an independent thinker. Those qualities come through in the style of this book. Extreme
Scoping is a well-written book that is easy to absorb. It is not full of surprises. It is filled with a lot of common sense and lessons
learned through experience.
Written by over 120 data management practitioners, this is the most impressive compilation of data management principals and
best practices, ever assembled. It provides data management and IT professionals, executives, knowledge workers, educators,
and researchers with a framework to manage their data and mature their information infrastructure. The equivalent of the PMBOK
or the BABOK, the DAMA-DMBOK provides information on: Data Governance; Data Architecture Management; Data
Development; Database Operations Management; Data Security Management; Reference & Master Data Management; Data
Warehousing & Business Intelligence Management; Document & Content Management; Meta Data Management; Data Quality
Management; Professional Development. As an authoritative introduction to data management, the goals of the DAMA-DMBOK
Guide are: To build consensus for a generally applicable view of data management functions; To provide standard definitions for
commonly used data management functions, deliverables, roles, and other terminology; To document guiding principles for data
management; To present a vendor-neutral overview to commonly accepted good practices, widely adopted methods and
techniques, and significant alternative approaches; To clarify the scope and boundaries of data management; To act as a
reference which guides readers to additional resources for further understanding.
This book constitutes the refereed conference proceedings of the 14th IFIP WG 6.11 Conference on e-Business, e-Services and eSociety, I3E 2015, held in Delft, The Netherlands, in October 2015. The 40 revised full papers presented together with 1 keynote
panel were carefully reviewed and selected from 65 submissions. They are organized in the following topical sections: adoption;
big and open data; e-business, e-services,, and e-society; and witness workshop.
Whether you're taking the CPHIMS exam, or simply want the most current and comprehensive overview in healthcare information
and management systems today?this updated publication has it all. But for those preparing for the CPHIMS exam, this text book is
an ideal study partner.
Delivering the desired benefits from using information technology in healthcare requires a high degree of data standardization,
effective governance and semantic interoperability between systems in the health industry. Corporate chief executive officers
(CEOs) and company boards need to be more aware of their governance responsibility. This publication explains these concepts
to assist the reader to collaboratively work with others to meet these challenges. With contributions from internationally
distinguished authors, this book is a valuable cutting edge resource for anyone working in or for the health industry today and
especially for: • Policy and decision makers, • Healthcare professionals, • Health information managers, • Health informaticians
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and • ICT professionals about: • Data governance. • Semantic interoperability • IT in health care • Information security
governance The book is suitable for use as a basic text or reference supporting professional, undergraduate and postgraduate
curricula preparing students for practice as health or IT professionals working in today's healthcare system.
"Mastering the Requirements Process: Getting Requirements Right" sets out an industry-proven process for gathering and
verifying requirements, regardless of whether you work in a traditional or agile development environment. In this sweeping update
of the bestselling guide, the authors show how to discover precisely what the customer wants and needs, in the most efficient
manner possible.
Effective Document and Data Management illustrates the operational and strategic significance of how documents and data are
captured, managed and utilized. Without a coherent and consistent approach the efficiency and effectiveness of the organization
may be undermined by less poor management and use of its information. The third edition of the book is restructured to take this
broader view and to establish an organizational context in which information is management. Along the way Bob Wiggins clarifies
the distinction between information management, data management and knowledge management; helps make sense of the
concept of an information life cycle to present and describe the processes and techniques of information and data management,
storage and retrieval; uses worked examples to illustrate the coordinated application of data and process analysis; and provides
guidance on the application of appropriate project management techniques for document and records management projects. The
book will benefit a range of organizations and people, from those senior managers who need to develop coherent and consistent
business and IT strategies; to information professionals, such as records managers and librarians who will gain an appreciation of
the impact of the technology and of how their particular areas of expertise can best be applied; to system designers, developers
and implementers and finally to users. The author can be contacted at curabyte@gmail.com for further information.
Create a competitive advantage with data quality Data is rapidly becoming the powerhouse of industry, butlow-quality data can
actually put a company at a disadvantage. Tobe used effectively, data must accurately reflect the real-worldscenario it represents,
and it must be in a form that is usable andaccessible. Quality data involves asking the right questions,targeting the correct
parameters, and having an effective internalmanagement, organization, and access system. It must be relevant,complete, and
correct, while falling in line with pervasiveregulatory oversight programs. Competing with High Quality Data: Concepts, Tools
andTechniques for Building a Successful Approach to Data Qualitytakes a holistic approach to improving data quality,
fromcollection to usage. Author Rajesh Jugulum is globally-recognizedas a major voice in the data quality arena, with highlevelbackgrounds in international corporate finance. In the book,Jugulum provides a roadmap to data quality innovation,covering
topics such as: The four-phase approach to data quality control Methodology that produces data sets for different aspects of
abusiness Streamlined data quality assessment and issue resolution A structured, systematic, disciplined approach to
effectivedata gathering The book also contains real-world case studies to illustrate howcompanies across a broad range of sectors
have employed dataquality systems, whether or not they succeeded, and what lessonswere learned. High-quality data increases
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value throughout theinformation supply chain, and the benefits extend to the client,employee, and shareholder. Competing with
High Quality Data:Concepts, Tools and Techniques for Building a Successful Approachto Data Quality provides the information
and guidance necessaryto formulate and activate an effective data quality plan today.
As organizations deploy business intelligence and analytic systems to harness business value from their data assets, data
governance programs are quickly gaining prominence. And, although data management issues have traditionally been addressed
by IT departments, organizational issues critical to successful data management require the implementation of enterprise-wide
accountabilities and responsibilities. Data Governance: Creating Value from Information Assets examines the processes of using
data governance to manage data effectively. Addressing the complete life cycle of effective data governance—from metadata
management to privacy and compliance—it provides business managers, IT professionals, and students with an integrated
approach to designing, developing, and sustaining an effective data governance strategy. Explains how to align data governance
with business goals Describes how to build successful data stewardship with a governance framework Outlines strategies for
integrating IT and data governance frameworks Supplies business-driven and technical perspectives on data quality management,
metadata management, data access and security, and data lifecycle The book summarizes the experiences of global experts in
the field and addresses critical areas of interest to the information systems and management community. Case studies from
healthcare and financial sectors, two industries that have successfully leveraged the potential of data-driven strategies, provide
further insights into real-time practice. Facilitating a comprehensive understanding of data governance, the book addresses the
burning issue of aligning data assets to both IT assets and organizational strategic goals. With a focus on the organizational,
operational, and strategic aspects of data governance, the text provides you with the understanding required to leverage, derive,
and sustain maximum value from the informational assets housed in your IT infrastructure.
DAMA-DMBOKData Management Body of Knowledge
The TOGAF® Standard, a standard of The Open Group, is a proven Enterprise Architecture methodology and framework used by
the world’s leading organizations to improve business efficiency. It is the most prominent and reliable Enterprise Architecture
standard, ensuring consistent standards, methods, and communication among Enterprise Architecture professionals. Those
professionals fluent in the TOGAF approach enjoy greater industry credibility, job effectiveness, and career opportunities. The
TOGAF approach helps practitioners avoid being locked into proprietary methods, utilize resources more efficiently and effectively,
and realize a greater return on investment.
Defining a set of guiding principles for data management and describing how these principles can be applied within data
management functional areas; Providing a functional framework for the implementation of enterprise data management practices;
including widely adopted practices, methods and techniques, functions, roles, deliverables and metrics; Establishing a common
vocabulary for data management concepts and serving as the basis for best practices for data management professionals. DAMADMBOK2 provides data management and IT professionals, executives, knowledge workers, educators, and researchers with a
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framework to manage their data and mature their information infrastructure, based on these principles: Data is an asset with
unique properties; The value of data can be and should be expressed in economic terms; Managing data means managing the
quality of data; It takes metadata to manage data; It takes planning to manage data; Data management is cross-functional and
requires a range of skills and expertise; Data management requires an enterprise perspective; Data management must account for
a range of perspectives; Data management is data lifecycle management; Different types of data have different lifecycle
requirements; Managing data includes managing risks associated with data; Data management requirements must drive
information technology decisions; Effective data management requires leadership commitment.
"This work is a comprehensive, four-volume reference addressing major issues, trends, and areas for advancement in information
management research, containing chapters investigating human factors in IT management, as well as IT governance, outsourcing,
and diffusion"--Provided by publisher.
Using case studies and hands-on activities, this book discusses topics in information governance (IG): recognizing hidden
development and operational implications of IG--and why it needs to be integrated in the broader organization; integrating IG
activities with transactional processing, BI, MDM, and other enterprise information management functions; the information
governance organization: defining roles, launching projects, and integrating with ongoing operations; performing IG in transactional
projects, including those using agile methods and COTS products; bringing stronger information governance to MDM: strategy,
architecture, development, and beyond; governing information throughout the BI or big data project lifecycle; performing ongoing
IG and data stewardship operational processes; auditing and enforcing data quality management in the context of enterprise
information management; maintaining and evolving metadata management for maximum business value. -- $c Edited summary
from book.
Data models are the main medium used to communicate data requirements from business to IT, and within IT from analysts,
modelers, and architects, to database designers and developers. Therefore it’s essential to get the data model right. But how do
you determine right? That’s where the Data Model Scorecard® comes in. The Data Model Scorecard is a data model quality
scoring tool containing ten categories aimed at improving the quality of your organization’s data models. Many of my consulting
assignments are dedicated to applying the Data Model Scorecard to my client’s data models – I will show you how to apply the
Scorecard in this book. This book, written for people who build, use, or review data models, contains the Data Model Scorecard
template and an explanation along with many examples of each of the ten Scorecard categories. There are three sections: In
Section I, Data Modeling and the Need for Validation, receive a short data modeling primer in Chapter 1, understand why it is
important to get the data model right in Chapter 2, and learn about the Data Model Scorecard in Chapter 3. In Section II, Data
Model Scorecard Categories, we will explain each of the ten categories of the Data Model Scorecard. There are ten chapters in
this section, each chapter dedicated to a specific Scorecard category: · Chapter 4: Correctness · Chapter 5: Completeness ·
Chapter 6: Scheme · Chapter 7: Structure · Chapter 8: Abstraction · Chapter 9: Standards · Chapter 10: Readability · Chapter 11:
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Definitions · Chapter 12: Consistency · Chapter 13: Data In Section III, Validating Data Models, we will prepare for the model
review (Chapter 14), cover tips to help during the model review (Chapter 15), and then review a data model based upon an actual
project (Chapter 16).
This book contains practical steps business users can take to implement data management in a number of ways, including data
governance, data architecture, master data management, business intelligence, and others. It defines data strategy, and covers
chapters that illustrate how to align a data strategy with the business strategy, a discussion on valuing data as an asset, the
evolution of data management, and who should oversee a data strategy. This provides the user with a good understanding of what
a data strategy is and its limits. Critical to a data strategy is the incorporation of one or more data management domains. Chapters
on key data management domains—data governance, data architecture, master data management and analytics, offer the user a
practical approach to data management execution within a data strategy. The intent is to enable the user to identify how execution
on one or more data management domains can help solve business issues. This book is intended for business users who work
with data, who need to manage one or more aspects of the organization’s data, and who want to foster an integrated approach for
how enterprise data is managed. This book is also an excellent reference for students studying computer science and business
management or simply for someone who has been tasked with starting or improving existing data management.
The issue of data quality is as old as data itself. However, the proliferation of diverse, large-scale and often publically available
data on the Web has increased the risk of poor data quality and misleading data interpretations. On the other hand, data is now
exposed at a much more strategic level e.g. through business intelligence systems, increasing manifold the stakes involved for
individuals, corporations as well as government agencies. There, the lack of knowledge about data accuracy, currency or
completeness can have erroneous and even catastrophic results. With these changes, traditional approaches to data management
in general, and data quality control specifically, are challenged. There is an evident need to incorporate data quality considerations
into the whole data cycle, encompassing managerial/governance as well as technical aspects. Data quality experts from research
and industry agree that a unified framework for data quality management should bring together organizational, architectural and
computational approaches. Accordingly, Sadiq structured this handbook in four parts: Part I is on organizational solutions, i.e. the
development of data quality objectives for the organization, and the development of strategies to establish roles, processes,
policies, and standards required to manage and ensure data quality. Part II, on architectural solutions, covers the technology
landscape required to deploy developed data quality management processes, standards and policies. Part III, on computational
solutions, presents effective and efficient tools and techniques related to record linkage, lineage and provenance, data uncertainty,
and advanced integrity constraints. Finally, Part IV is devoted to case studies of successful data quality initiatives that highlight the
various aspects of data quality in action. The individual chapters present both an overview of the respective topic in terms of
historical research and/or practice and state of the art, as well as specific techniques, methodologies and frameworks developed
by the individual contributors. Researchers and students of computer science, information systems, or business management as
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well as data professionals and practitioners will benefit most from this handbook by not only focusing on the various sections
relevant to their research area or particular practical work, but by also studying chapters that they may initially consider not to be
directly relevant to them, as there they will learn about new perspectives and approaches.
This book reports on innovative research and developments in automation. Spanning a wide range of disciplines, including
communication engineering, power engineering, control engineering, instrumentation, signal processing and cybersecurity, it
focuses on methods and findings aimed at improving the control and monitoring of industrial and manufacturing processes as well
as safety. Based on the International Russian Automation Conference, held on September 6–12, 2020, in Sochi, Russia, the book
provides academics and professionals with a timely overview of and extensive information on the state of the art in the field of
automation and control systems, and fosters new ideas and collaborations between groups in different countries.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the four workshops that were organized in conjunction with the International
Conference on Business Information Systems, BIS 2010, which took place in Berlin, Germany, May 3-5, 2010. The 33 papers
presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 74 submissions. In addition, the volume includes the invited keynote for the
LIT workshop. The topics covered are applications and economics of knowledge-based technologies (ILOG), business and IT
alignment (BITA), information logistics (ILOG), and legal information systems (LIT).
As data management and integration continue to evolve rapidly, storing all your data in one place, such as a data warehouse, is
no longer scalable. In the very near future, data will need to be distributed and available for several technological solutions. With
this practical book, you’ll learnhow to migrate your enterprise from a complex and tightly coupled data landscape to a more
flexible architecture ready for the modern world of data consumption. Executives, data architects, analytics teams, and compliance
and governance staff will learn how to build a modern scalable data landscape using the Scaled Architecture, which you can
introduce incrementally without a large upfront investment. Author Piethein Strengholt provides blueprints, principles, observations,
best practices, and patterns to get you up to speed. Examine data management trends, including technological developments,
regulatory requirements, and privacy concerns Go deep into the Scaled Architecture and learn how the pieces fit together Explore
data governance and data security, master data management, self-service data marketplaces, and the importance of metadata
"This book provides chapters describing in more detail the structure of information systems pertaining to enabling technologies,
aspects of their implementations, IT/IS governing, risk management, disaster management, interrelated manufacturing and supply
chain strategies, and new IT paradigms"--Provided by publisher.
The second edition of eBusiness provides a balanced coverage of electronic business and its role in the transformation of
organisations. It takes a worldwide perspective and discusses the increasing role of information and communication technologies
within both private and public sector organisations. A strong underpinning in theory is used throughout to help understand the
practical implications of this important phenomenon. Chapters are integrated around an overview model of eBusiness and contain
case material, exercises and reflective points. New to this edition: - Revised structure which builds a conception of eBusiness from
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first principles - Integrated chapter case studies and revised free-standing international case studies - Coverage of new topics
including mobile commerce, electronic government and cloud computing - Increased range of learning material in each chapter as
well as fully updated online resources eBusiness is an ideal text for undergraduate, postgraduate and MBA students of e-business.
Less than 0.5 per cent of all data is currently analysed and used. However, business leaders and managers cannot afford to be
unconcerned or sceptical about data. Data is revolutionizing the way we work and it is the companies that view data as a strategic
asset that will survive and thrive. Bernard Marr's Data Strategy is a must-have guide to creating a robust data strategy. Explaining
how to identify your strategic data needs, what methods to use to collect the data and, most importantly, how to translate your data
into organizational insights for improved business decision-making and performance, this is essential reading for anyone aiming to
leverage the value of their business data and gain competitive advantage. Packed with case studies and real-world examples,
advice on how to build data competencies in an organization and crucial coverage of how to ensure your data doesn't become a
liability, Data Strategy will equip any organization with the tools and strategies it needs to profit from big data, analytics and the
Internet of Things.

Managing data continues to grow as a necessity for modern organizations. There are seemingly infinite opportunities for
organic growth, reduction of costs, and creation of new products and services. It has become apparent that none of these
opportunities can happen smoothly without data governance. The cost of exponential data growth and privacy / security
concerns are becoming burdensome. Organizations will encounter unexpected consequences in new sources of risk.
The solution to these challenges is also data governance; ensuring balance between risk and opportunity. Data
Governance, Second Edition, is for any executive, manager or data professional who needs to understand or implement
a data governance program. It is required to ensure consistent, accurate and reliable data across their organization. This
book offers an overview of why data governance is needed, how to design, initiate, and execute a program and how to
keep the program sustainable. This valuable resource provides comprehensive guidance to beginning professionals,
managers or analysts looking to improve their processes, and advanced students in Data Management and related
courses. With the provided framework and case studies all professionals in the data governance field will gain key
insights into launching successful and money-saving data governance program. Incorporates industry changes, lessons
learned and new approaches Explores various ways in which data analysts and managers can ensure consistent,
accurate and reliable data across their organizations Includes new case studies which detail real-world situations
Explores all of the capabilities an organization must adopt to become data driven Provides guidance on various
approaches to data governance, to determine whether an organization should be low profile, central controlled, agile, or
traditional Provides guidance on using technology and separating vendor hype from sincere delivery of necessary
capabilities Offers readers insights into how their organizations
can improve the value of their data, through data quality,
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data strategy and data literacy Provides up to 75% brand-new content compared to the first edition
Data is the foundation of the digital economy. Industry 4.0 and digital services are producing so far unknown quantities of
data and make new business models possible. Under these circumstances, data quality has become the critical factor for
success. This book presents a holistic approach for data quality management and presents ten case studies about this
issue. It is intended for practitioners dealing with data quality management and data governance as well as for scientists.
The book was written at the Competence Center Corporate Data Quality (CC CDQ) in close cooperation between
researchers from the University of St. Gallen and Fraunhofer IML as well as many representatives from more than 20
major corporations. Chapter 1 introduces the role of data in the digitization of business and society and describes the
most important business drivers for data quality. It presents the Framework for Corporate Data Quality Management and
introduces essential terms and concepts. Chapter 2 presents practical, successful examples of the management of the
quality of master data based on ten cases studies that were conducted by the CC CDQ. The case studies cover every
aspect of the Framework for Corporate Data Quality Management. Chapter 3 describes selected tools for master data
quality management. The three tools have been distinguished through their broad applicability (method for DQM strategy
development and DQM maturity assessment) and their high level of innovation (Corporate Data League). Chapter 4
summarizes the essential factors for the successful management of the master data quality and provides a checklist of
immediate measures that should be addressed immediately after the start of a data quality management project. This
guarantees a quick start into the topic and provides initial recommendations for actions to be taken by project and line
managers. Please also check out the book's homepage at http://www.cdq-book.org/
Did you ever try getting Businesspeople and IT to agree on the project scope for a new application? Or try getting
Marketing and Sales to agree on the target audience? Or try bringing new team members up to speed on the hundreds of
tables in your data warehouse — without them dozing off? Whether you are a businessperson or an IT professional, you
can be the hero in each of these and hundreds of other scenarios by building a High-Level Data Model. The High-Level
Data Model is a simplified view of our complex environment. It can be a powerful communication tool of the key concepts
within our application development projects, business intelligence and master data management programs, and all
enterprise and industry initiatives. Learn about the High-Level Data Model and master the techniques for building one,
including a comprehensive ten-step approach and hands-on exercises to help you practice topics on your own. In this
book, we review data modeling basics and explain why the core concepts stored in a high-level data model can have
significant business impact on an organization. We explain the technical notation used for a data model and walk through
some simple examples of building a high-level data model. We also describe how data models relate to other key
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initiatives you may have heard of or may be implementing in your organization. This book contains best practices for
implementing a high-level data model, along with some easy-to-use templates and guidelines for a step-by-step
approach. Each step will be illustrated using many examples based on actual projects we have worked on. Names have
been changed to protect the innocent, but the pain points and lessons have been preserved. One example spans an
entire chapter and will allow you to practice building a high-level data model from beginning to end, and then compare
your results to ours. Building a high-level data model following the ten step approach you’ll read about is a great way to
ensure you will retain the new skills you learn in this book. As is the case in many disciplines, using the right tool for the
right job is critical to the overall success of your high-level data model implementation. To help you in your tool selection
process, there are several chapters dedicated to discussing what to look for in a high-level data modeling tool and a
framework for choosing a data modeling tool, in general. This book concludes with a real-world case study that shows
how an international energy company successfully used a high-level data model to streamline their information
management practices and increase communication throughout the organization—between both businesspeople and IT.
Data modeling is one of the under-exploited, and potentially very valuable, business capabilities that are often hidden
away in an organization’s Information Technology department. Data Modeling for the Business highlights both the
resulting damage to business value, and the opportunities to make things better. As an easy-to follow and
comprehensive guide on the ‘why’ and ‘how’ of data modeling, it also reminds us that a successful strategy for
exploiting IT depends at least as much on the information as the technology. Chris Potts, Corporate IT Strategist and
Author of fruITion: Creating the Ultimate Corporate Strategy for Information Technology One of the most critical systems
issues is aligning business with IT and fulfilling business needs using data models. The authors of Data Modeling for the
Business do a masterful job at simply and clearly describing the art of using data models to communicate with business
representatives and meet business needs. The book provides many valuable tools, analogies, and step-by-step methods
for effective data modeling and is an important contribution in bridging the much needed connection between data
modeling and realizing business requirements. Len Silverston, author of The Data Model Resource Book series
This book provides the latest viewpoints of scientific research in the field of e-business. It is organized into three sections:
“Higher Education and Digital Economy Development”, “Artificial Intelligence in E-Business”, and “Business Intelligence
Applications”. Chapters focus on China’s higher education in e-commerce, digital economy development, natural
language processing applications in business, Information Technology Governance, Risk and Compliance (IT GRC),
business intelligence, and more.
Data-governance programs focus on authority and accountability for the management of data as a valued organizational
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asset. Data Governance should not be about command-and-control, yet at times could become invasive or threatening to
the work, people and culture of an organization. Non-Invasive Data Governance™ focuses on formalizing existing
accountability for the management of data and improving formal communications, protection, and quality efforts through
effective stewarding of data resources. Non-Invasive Data Governance will provide you with a complete set of tools to
help you deliver a successful data governance program. Learn how: • Steward responsibilities can be identified and
recognized, formalized, and engaged according to their existing responsibility rather than being assigned or handed to
people as more work. • Governance of information can be applied to existing policies, standard operating procedures,
practices, and methodologies, rather than being introduced or emphasized as new processes or methods. • Governance
of information can support all data integration, risk management, business intelligence and master data management
activities rather than imposing inconsistent rigor to these initiatives. • A practical and non-threatening approach can be
applied to governing information and promoting stewardship of data as a cross-organization asset. • Best practices and
key concepts of this non-threatening approach can be communicated effectively to leverage strengths and address
opportunities to improve.
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